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Drowning Like Li Po in a River of Red Wine Jan 25 2022
Selected Poems of Du Fu May 17 2021 Du Fu (712–777) has been
called China's greatest poet, and some call him the greatest nonepic,
nondramatic poet whose writings survive in any language. Du Fu
excelled in a great variety of poetic forms, showing a richness of
language ranging from elegant to colloquial, from allusive to direct. His
impressive breadth of subject matter includes intimate personal detail as
well as a great deal of historical information—which earned him the
epithet "poet-historian." Some 1,400 of Du Fu's poems survive today, his
fame resting on about one hundred that have been widely admired over
the centuries. Preeminent translator Burton Watson has selected 127
poems, including those for which Du Fu is best remembered and lesserknown works.
The Wilds of Poetry Apr 27 2022 An exploration of the emerging
Western consciousness of how deeply we belong to the wild Cosmos, as
seen through the lineage of modern America's great avant-garde poets -a thrilling journey with today's premier translator of the Chinese classics.
Henry David Thoreau, in The Maine Woods, describes a moment on
Mount Ktaadin when all explanations and assumptions fell away for him
and he was confronted with the wonderful, inexplicable thusness of
things. David Hinton takes that moment as the starting point for his
account of a rewilding of consciousness in the West: a dawning
awareness of our essential oneness with the world around us. Because
there was no Western vocabulary for this perception, it fell to poets to
make the first efforts at articulation, and those efforts were largely
driven by Taoist and Ch’an (Zen) Buddhist ideas imported from ancient
China. Hinton chronicles this rewilding through the lineage of avantgarde poetry in twentieth-century America—from Walt Whitman, Ezra
Pound and Robinson Jeffers to Gary Snyder, W. S. Merwin, and
beyond—including generous selections of poems that together form a
compelling anthology of ecopoetry. In his much-admired translations,
Hinton has re-created ancient Chinese rivers-and-mountains poetry as
modern American poetry; here, he reenvisions modern American poetry
as an extension of that ancient Chinese tradition: an ecopoetry that
weaves consciousness into the Cosmos in radical and fundamental ways.
3 Selected Poems by Li Bai with Chinese Characters and Han Yu
Pin Yin Jun 29 2022 3 selected poems by Li Bai illustrated by midjourney
using command prompts related to artworks inspired by Van Gogh and Li
Bai's poetry
One Hundred Poems from the Chinese Aug 08 2020 The lyrical world of
Chinese poetry in faithful translations by Kenneth Rexroth. The lyric
poetry of Tu Fu ranks with the greatest in all world literature. Across the
centuries—Tu Fu lived in the T'ang Dynasty (731-770)—his poems come
through to us with an immediacy that is breathtaking in Kenneth
Rexroth's English versions. They are as simple as they are profound, as
delicate as they are beautiful. Thirty-five poems by Tu Fu make up the
first part of this volume. The translator then moves on to the Sung
Dynasty (10th-12th centuries) to give us a number of poets of that
period, much of whose work was not previously available in English. Mei
Yao Ch'en, Su Tung P'o, Lu Yu, Chu Hsi, Hsu Chao, and the poetesses Li
Ch'iang Chao and Chu Shu Chen. There is a general introduction,
biographical and explanatory notes on the poets and poems, and a
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bibliography of other translations of Chinese poetry.
From Blossoms Sep 01 2022 Li-Young Lee is an American poet, born in
Indonesia, whose poetry fuses memory, family, culture and history to
explore love, exile, family and mortality. This selection, drawn from three
collections and a memoir, shows him searching for understanding and for
the right language to give form to what is invisible and evanescent.
The Collected Poems of Li He Jul 31 2022 The definitive collection of
works by one of the Tang Dynasty's most eccentric (and badly-behaved)
poets, now back in print for the first time in decades. Li He is the badboy poet of the late Tang dynasty. He began writing at the age of seven
and died at twenty-six from alcoholism or, according to a later
commentator, “sexual dissipation,” or both. An obscure and unsuccessful
relative of the imperial family, he would set out at dawn on horseback,
pause, write a poem, and toss the paper away. A servant boy followed
him to collect these scraps in a tapestry bag. Long considered far too
extravagant and weird for Chinese taste, Li He was virtually excluded
from the poetic canon until the mid-twentieth century. Today, as the
translator and scholar Anne M. Birrell, writes, “Of all the Tang poets,
even of all Chinese poets, he best speaks for our disconcerting times.”
Modern critics have compared him to Rimbaud, Baudelaire, Keats, and
Trakl. The Collected Poems of Li He is the only comprehensive selection
of his surviving work (most of his poems were reputedly burned by his
cousin after his death, for the honor of the family), rendered here in
crystalline translations by the noted scholar J. D. Frodsham.
Mountain Home: The Wilderness Poetry of Ancient China Jun 05
2020 The earliest and most extensive literary engagement with
wilderness in human history, Mountain Home is vital poetry that feels
utterly contemporary. China's tradition of "rivers-and-mountains" poetry
stretches across millennia. This is a plain-spoken poetry of immediate
day-to-day experience, and yet seems most akin to China's grand
landscape paintings. Although its wisdom is ancient, rooted in Taoist and
Zen thought, the work feels utterly contemporary, especially as rendered
here in Hinton's rich and accessible translations. Mountain Home
collects poems from 5th- through 13th-century China and includes the
poets Li Po, Po Chu-i and Tu Fu. The "rivers-and-mountains" tradition
covers a remarkable range of topics: comic domestic scenes, social
protest, travel, sage recluses, and mountain landscapes shaped into
forms of enlightenment. And within this range, the poems articulate the
experience of living as an organic part of the natural world and its
processes. In an age of global ecological disruption and mass extinction,
this tradition grows more urgently important every day. Mountain Home
offers poems that will charm and inform not just readers of poetry, but
also the large community of readers who are interested in environmental
awareness.
Classical Chinese Poetry Mar 03 2020 With this groundbreaking
collection, translated and edited by the renowned poet and translator
David Hinton, a new generation will be introduced to the work that
riveted Ezra Pound and transformed modern poetry. The Chinese poetic
tradition is the largest and longest continuous tradition in world
literature, and this rich and far-reaching anthology of nearly five
hundred poems provides a comprehensive account of its first three
millennia (1500 BCE to 1200 CE), the period during which virtually all its
landmark developments took place. Unlike earlier anthologies of Chinese
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poetry, Hinton's book focuses on a relatively small number of poets,
providing selections that are large enough to re-create each as a fully
realized and unique voice. New introductions to each poet's work provide
a readable history, told for the first time as a series of poetic innovations
forged by a series of master poeets. From the classic texts of Chinese
philosophy to intensely personal lyrics, from love poems to startling and
strange perspectives on nature, Hinton has collected an entire world of
beauty and insight. And in his eye-opening translations, these ancient
poems feel remarkably fresh and contemporary, presenting a literature
both radically new and entirely resonant, in Classical Chinese Poetry.
Bright Moon, White Clouds May 29 2022 A volume of definitive works
attributed to the Tang dynasty master includes poems previously
unpublished in English and offers insight into his strong social
conscience, reclusive life and influence by Taoism and a nascent Zen
Buddhism. Original.
The Mountain Poems of Meng Hao-Jan Feb 11 2021 The first full
flowering of Chinese poetry occurred in the illustrious T’ang Dynasty,
and at the beginning of this renaissance stands Meng Hao-jan (689-740
c.e.), esteemed elder to a long line of China’s greatest poets. Deeply
influenced by Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism, Meng was the first to make poetry
from the Ch’an insight that deep understanding lies beyond words. The
result was a strikingly distilled language that opened new inner depths,
non-verbal insights, and outright enigma. This made Meng Hao-jan
China’s first master of the short imagistic landscape poem that came to
typify ancient Chinese poetry. And as a lifelong intimacy with mountains
dominates Meng’s work, such innovative poetics made him a preeminent
figure in the wilderness (literally rivers-and-mountains) tradition, and
that tradition is the very heart of Chinese poetry. This is the first English
translation devoted to the work of Meng Hao-jan. Meng’s poetic
descendents revered the wisdom he cultivated as a mountain recluse,
and now we too can witness the sagacity they considered almost
indistinguishable from that of rivers and mountains themselves.
Martín & Meditations on the South Valley Jul 27 2019 Two poems
tell the stories of Martin, a detribalized Apache, and the narrator's
efforts to survive in the barrio
Desert Aug 20 2021 The first collection of original poetry by the
renowned nature writer and highly lauded translator of the Chinese
classics. Traveling today I found a river somewhere inside me, wondered
how far it wanders there and how much sky it mirrors. All day long, wind
and desert light, I followed that river’s distances . . . Weaving mind and
landscape together in meditations on sky and wind, ridgeline and
horizon, existence and self, Desert marks David Hinton’s first collection
of original poetry in over a decade. Hinton’s poetic art has long shined
brilliantly through his widely acclaimed Chinese translations—and here
speaks for itself in his contemporary voice as he turns his attention to the
transcendent landscape of the American West. Updating the
philosophical insights of ancient China that Hinton has explored so
deeply, these poems bring the wonder and ancient mystery of the desert
landscape to light. Hinton demonstrated in The Wilds of Poetry how
those ancient Chinese insights shaped the innovative American poetry of
our time, and here he extends that tradition in poems that are spare and
spacious, as vast and open as the desert itself.
Selected Tang Dynasty Poems of Li Bai Mar 15 2021 Li Bai is one of
China’s most famous Tang Dynasty poets; affectionately known as the
‘drunken poet’. However, his drunkenness was not of the bacchanalian
type, but rather, a good-natured form of intoxication, which gave rise to a
sensitive appreciation of the beauties of nature, as well as the frailties
and vulnerabilities of the human condition. There can never be a
definitive translation of his poetry, but hopefully the translations
presented here might possibly capture something of the original which
the reader might appreciate, and which, at least, might serve as a
reasonable introduction to the original Chinese, which is presented
together with the translation. In the end, when we read the work of Li
Bai, in the original or in translation, we find no real difficulty in
appreciating his outlook on life, whilst his themes still find resonance
with us today, either in China or elsewhere.
Immigrants in Our Own Land & Selected Early Poems Apr 03 2020
Immigrants in Our Own Land & Selected Early Poems is a new, expanded
edition of Jimmy Santiago Baca's best-selling first book of poetry
(originally published by Louisiana State University Press in 1979).
Immigrants in Our Own Land & Selected Early Poems is a new, expanded
edition of Jimmy Santiago Baca's best-selling first book of poetry
(originally published by Louisiana State University Press in 1979). A
number of poems from early, now unavailable chapbooks have also been
included so that the reader can at last have an overview of Baca's
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remarkable literary development. Immigrants in Our Own Land &
Selected Early Poems is a new, expanded edition of Jimmy Santiago
Baca's best-selling first book of poetry (originally published by Louisiana
State University Press in 1979). A number of poems from early, now
unavailable chapbooks have also been included so that the reader can at
last have an overview of Baca's remarkable literary development. The
voice of Immigrants will be familiar to readers of the widely praised
Martín & Meditations on the South Valley and Black Mesa Poems (New
Directions, 1987 and 1989), but the territory may not be. Most of the
poems in this collection were written while the author was in prison,
where he taught himself to read and write. All the poems are concerned
with the incarcerated or the disenfranchised; they all communicate the
sting from the backhand of the American promise. As Denise Levertov
has noted, Baca "is far from being a naive realist," but of poverty and
prejudice, of material that is truly raw, he "writes in unconcealed
passion."
The Wisdom Anthology of North American Buddhist Poetry Jan 31
2020 An eclectic collection of American and Canadian poetry inspired by
Buddhism includes selections from Diane di Prima, Norman Fischer,
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Sam Hamill, Gary Snyder, Philip Whalen, and
many others. Original.
The Gleaner Song Nov 22 2021 Song Lin is one of China's most
innovative poets. When the Tiananmen protest exploded in Beijing in
June 1989, Song led student demonstrations in Shanghai and was
imprisoned for almost a year. He left China soon afterwards. This
selection of poems, made by the translator Dong Li and the poet himself,
spans four decades of poetic exploration, with a focus on poems written
during the poet's long stay in France, Singapore, Argentina, and more
recently, his return to China. As a result of his wanderings, Song Lin may
be thought of as an international poet, open to an unusual extent to
influences -- though informed by the classics and a thorough study of the
Chinese language, his poetry weaves through American, French, and
Latin American traditions. His influences are the modernists, the
surrealists, the romantics, the deep imagists and the objectivists -- but
what distinguishes Song is his ability to absorb them all, and make them
his own. From the experience of displacement and exile, his poetry
continues to open and expand its horizons. The title of the collection, The
Gleaner Song, indicates the range and nature of his achievement - it is
about a certain kind of poetry, the work of the gleaner called Song.
'Formed by his personal travails and layered experimentation, Song Lin's
work explores a freer and wider spectrum of poetry.' -- Bei Dao
Tu Fu Jul 19 2021 This volume is published in commemoration of the
1,250th birthday of Tu Fu, one of China's greatest poets who lived in the
Tang Dynasty (618-907 A.D.). Tu Fu was a contemporary and equal of Li
Po, widely known in the West. In the minds of many Chinese people he is
even greater. Both glorified their days, the golden age of classical
Chinese poetry, with writings of unmatched brilliance. It was a lime of
great turmoil, a time when the Tang rule was declining and wars of
aggression swept the country. Tu Fu, born of an intelligentsia family,
sank to the lowest rung of the social ladder. He shared the lot of the
common folk and therefore had a deep insight into the calamities and
sufferings in which they were involved. He hated wars of aggression and
longed for peace. He made his poetry a vehicle for the expression of his
sympathy for the people, as well as a faithful account of his own tragedy.
His poems have been cherished with ever-growing admiration. In 1962,
Tu Fu was commemorated as one of the World's Cultural Giants. Feng
Chih, the compiler of this book, is a professor of Peking University and
the outstanding specialist on Tu Fu's works. His other collection of Tu
Fu's works, containing 264 poems, is popular reading among Chinese
lovers of poetry. The translator Rewi Alley, himself a poet from New
Zealand, has been in China for more than thirty years. He has travelled
widely in northwestern and southwestern China and has personally seen
the mountains, rivers, cities and countryside mentioned by Tu Fu. He is
most qualified for the translation of Tu Fu's poems. The present volume
contains 140 of Tu Fu's poems written at various periods of his life, some
of them already widely read. Additional features include the
reproductions of the rubbing of a stone carving of Tu Fu's portrait,
facsimiles of Tu Fu's works printed in the Sung and Yuan Dynasties, and
paintings inspired by the poems.
Book of My Nights Mar 27 2022 Book of My Nights is the first poetry
collection in ten years by one of the world's most acclaimed young poets.
In Book of My Nights, Li-Young Lee once again gives us lyrical poetry
that fuses memory, family, culture and history. In language as simple and
powerful as the human muscle, these poems work individually and as a
full-sequence meditation on the vulnerability of humanity. Marketing
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Plans: o National advertising o National media campaign o National and
regional author appearances o Advance reader copies o Course adoption
mailing Li-Young Lee burst onto the American literary scene with the
publication of Rose, winner of the 1986 Delmore Schwartz Memorial
Poetry Award from The Poetry Society of America. He followed that
astonishing book with The City in Which I Love You, which was The
Lamont Poetry Selection of The Academy of American Poets. Mr. Lee has
appeared on National Public Radio a number of times and The Power of
the Word, the PBS television series with Bill Moyers. Rose and The City
in Which I Love You are in the 19th and 17th printings respectively,
making them two of the highest-selling contemporary poetry books in the
United States. Moreover, Mr. Lee's poems have been translated into
more than a dozen languages. He currently lives in Chicago.
27 Wagons Full of Cotton and Other Plays Nov 30 2019 The thirteen
one-act plays collected in this volume include some of Tennessee
Williams's finest and most powerful work. They are full of the perception
of life as it is, and the passion for life as it ought to be, which have made
The Glass Menagerie and A Streetcar Named Desire classics of the
American theater. Only one of these plays (The Purification) is written in
verse, but in all of them the approach to character is by way of poetic
revelation. Whether Williams is writing of derelict roomers in a New
Orleans boarding house (The Lady of Larkspur Lotion) or the memories
of a venerable traveling salesman (The Last of My Solid Gold Watches) or
of delinquent children (This Property is Condemned), his insight into
human nature is that of the poet. He can compress the basic meaning of
life—its pathos or its tragedy, its bravery or the quality of its love—into
one small scene or a few moments of dialogue. Mr. Williams's views on
the role of the little theater in American culture are contained in a
stimulating essay, "Something wild...," which serves as an introduction to
this collection.
Selected Poems of Gregory of Nazianzus Sep 20 2021 St. Gregory of
Nazianzus' (ca. AD 330-390) classicizing Christian verse is the earliest
Greek verse of its kind that survives in any great quantity. This is a
critical edition, with introduction and commentary, of four poems (I.2.17;
II. 1.10, 19, 32). The commentary is primarily linguistic, but attention is
paid to historical and theological matters. The poems' fate in Byzantium
is also examined and three Byzantine paraphrases are edited in an
appendix. The introduction examines features of Gregory's poetry in
general. Gregory was an enthusiastic reader of Callimachus and his use
of poetic allusion deserves special attention
The Selected Poems of Oleh Lysheha Oct 22 2021 Lysheha is considered
the "poets' poet" of contemporary Ukraine. A dissident and iconoclast, he
was forbidden to publish in the USSR from 1972 to 1988. Since then, his
reputation has steadily grown to legendary proportions. Collected here
are facing-page English and Ukrainian versions of selected poems and a
play, Friend Li Po, Brother Tu Fu.
The Wall: (Intimacy) and Other Stories Jun 25 2019 One of Sartre’s
greatest existentialist works of fiction, The Wall contains the only five
short stories he ever wrote. Set during the Spanish Civil War, the title
story crystallizes the famous philosopher’s existentialism. 'The Wall', the
lead story in this collection, introduces three political prisoners on the
night prior to their execution. Through the gaze of an impartial
doctor—seemingly there for the men's solace—their mental descent is
charted in exquisite, often harrowing detail. And as the morning draws
inexorably closer, the men cross the psychological wall between life and
death, long before the first shot rings out. This brilliant snapshot of life
in anguish is the perfect introduction to a collection of stories where the
neurosis of the modern world is mirrored in the lives of the people that
inhabit it . This is an unexpurgated edition translated from the French by
Lloyd Alexander.
One Hundred More Poems from the Chinese: Love and the Turning Year
Jan 13 2021 An assemblage of delicate Chinese verse which delicately
explore the worlds of love, nature, and meditation. Love and the Turning
Year includes a selection from the Yueh Fu—folk songs from the Six
Dynasties Period (fourth-fifth centuries A.D.). Most of the songs are
simple, erotic lyrics. Some are attributed to legendary courtesans, while
others may have been sung at harvest festivals or marriage celebrations.
In addition to the folk songs, Rexroth offers a wide sampling of Chinese
verse: works by 60 different poets, from the third century to our own
time. Rexroth always translated Chinese poetry—as he said—“solely to
please myself.” And he created, with remarkable success, English
versions which stand as poems in their own right.
New Seeds of Contemplation Jan 01 2020 Compiles the trappist
monk's meditations and reflections on Christ, self, love, and life
Nameless Flowers Jul 07 2020 Regarded as China's finest contemporary
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poet, Gu Cheng (1956-1993) has captivated readers worldwide. While
critics were calling him the harbinger of a troubled and new Obscure
movement, the generation that came of age during the Cultural
Revolution was taking his poems to heart. Nameless Flowers traces Gu
Cheng's work from the lurid early lyrics that made him a literary star to
the late expressions of dark beauty that predicted his second exile and
tragic death. Though rooted in classical Chinese poetry, Gu Cheng's
poems show traces of Western influences as diverse as Walt Whitman,
Federico Garcia Lorca, and entomologist Jean Henri Fabre. His poems
embrace animate and inanimate beings from the vast Chinese masses
and Mongolian plains to minuscule insects and pebbles. It is this
simultaneous vision of the little man and the faceless mass that has made
Gu Cheng one of China's most fervently loved poets. Nameless Flowers
includes memoirs by Gu Cheng and his father, writer Gu Gong, which
vividly recount the poet's path out of rural exile to the Democracy Wall in
Beijing and to the podiums of Berlin, London, and New York. Fans of
writers such as Li Po, Basho, Hans Christian Andersen, Sylvia Plath, and
Bei Dao, who was his friend, will readily recognize the powers of this
eclectic and mystic poet.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof Oct 29 2019 Maggie the Cat fights for the lives
of her damaged and drinking husband Brick, herself, and their unborn
children in the revised version of Williams' acclaimed dramatization of
Big Daddy's birthday and deathday party and family gathering
Selected Poems Apr 15 2021 Bertholf's selections are so attuned to the
essentials of Duncan's writing that even those familiar with the whole
body of Duncan's work will become more sensitized to his recurring
imagery and consistency of thought pattern throughout this collection. -Publishers Weekly.
Selected Writings Dec 12 2020 This selection from representative
works of the great French poet-philosopher is based on the Paris
Morceaux Choisis volume, which was assembled by Valéry himself.
Three Tragedies Sep 28 2019 A biographical essay accompanies this
translation of the Spanish writer's three tragic dramas
The Selected Poems of Li Po Nov 03 2022 Gathers poems written by
the eighth-century Chinese poet, and briefly discusses his life and
influence on Asian poetry
Rose Dec 24 2021 Li-Young Lee was born in 1957 in Jakarta, Indonesia,
of Chinese parents. In 1959 his father, after spending a year as a political
prisoner in President Sukarno's jails, fled Indonesia with his family.
Between 1959 and 1964 the Lee family traveled throughout Hong Kong,
Macau and Japan, until arriving in America.Li-Young Lee's first poetry
collection, Rose, won the New York University's 1986 Delmore Schwartz
Memorial Poetry Award. His second collection, The City In Which I Love
You, was the 1990 Lamont Poetry Selection of the Academy of American
Poets. His third collection, Book of My Nights, was awarded the 2002
William Carlos Williams Award from the Poetry Society of America. Table
of Contents I.EpistleThe GiftPersimmonsThe Weight Of SweetnessFrom
BlossomsDreaming Of HairEarly In The MorningWaterFalling: The
CodeNocturneMy IndigoIrisesEating Alone II.Always A Rose III.Eating
TogetherAsh, Snow, Or MoonlightThe LifeThe WeepersBraidingRain
DiaryMy Sleeping Loved OnesMnemonicBetween SeasonsVisions And
Interpretations.
Bright Moon, White Clouds Oct 02 2022 Li Po (701-762) is considered
one of the greatest poets to live during the Tang dynasty—what was
considered to be the golden age for Chinese poetry. He was also the first
Chinese poet to become well known in the West, and he greatly
influenced many American poets during the twentieth century. Calling
himself the "God of Wine" and known to his patrons as a "fallen
immortal," Li Po wrote with eloquence, vividness, and often playfulness,
as he extols the joys of nature, wine, and the life of a wandering recluse.
Li Po had a strong social conscience, and he struggled against the hard
times of his age. He was inspired by the newly blossoming Zen Buddhism
and merged it with the Taoism that he had studied all his life. Though Li
Po's love of wine is legendary, the translator, J. P. Seaton, includes
poems on a wide range of topics—friendship and love, political criticism,
poems written to curry patronage, poems of the spirit—to offer a new
interpretation of this giant of Chinese poetry. Seaton offers us a poet
who learned hard lessons from a life lived hard and offered his readers
these lessons as vivid, lively poetry—as relevant today as it was during
the Tang dynasty. Over one thousand poems have been attributed to Li
Po, many of them unpublished. This new collection includes poems not
available in any other editions.
Selected Poetry and Prose Jun 17 2021 Collects a sampling of the verse,
letters, essays, and critical reviews of the nineteenth-century French
writer, Stephane Mallarme
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Directions, Point and Line (2000), Incarnate defies categorization: it
"industriously works the sparsely populated and as yet underdeveloped
borderlands between poetry, fiction, theater, and contemporary classical
music" (Review of Contemporary Fiction). In Incarnate: Story Material,
she continues to reach beyond borders, examining how, trapped in our
own stories, we act and react in a world of solidity, perceiving something
"other" close at hand. With its amazing variety of poetic and prose-like
forms, driven by a fierce and playful intelligence, Incarnate: Story
Material challenges and moves us.
Crossing the Yellow River Nov 10 2020 He has also included the lessoften translated social poems of Tu Fu, the poems and songs of Tzu Yeh
and Li Ch'ing Chao as well as lyrical selections from Li Po, Shih Ching,
Wang Wei, Su Tung-p'o and others. Hamill's Introduction provides the
most definitive overview to date of the aesthetic impulses propelling
Chinese poetry."--Jacket.

Selected Poems May 05 2020 Poems deal with death, nature, the past,
art, perception, love, travel, communication, and truth
The Selected Poems of Tu Fu Oct 10 2020 Translated works of an
eight-century Chinese poet, known for his innovations in language and
structure
Illuminations, and Other Prose Poems Sep 08 2020 The definitive
translation of the one of the brightest geniuses of French poetry.
Notes on the Mosquito Feb 23 2022 The internationally renowned
Chinese poet's first collection to appear in English.
Incarnate Aug 27 2019 An enthralling new work by one of America's
foremost experimental writers. Thalia Field's inventive new book
explores the very condition of being incarnate: how, invested with human
form, we experience both suffering and ecstasy from childhood to
adulthood to death. As with her previous book published by New
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